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I recently came across a posting on message board on a politically-oriented Web site entitled
"Why Do So Many Homosexuals Hate Ex-Gays?" The question made me stop and think.
I wouldn't say that all homosexuals hate ex-gays but I would say that homosexual rights activists
don't care about the individual journeys and lives of people with homosexual feelings, they care
about their political cause and nothing else.
How can it possibly be wrong for a young man who experiences homosexual feelings to seek
ways to cope with and even overcome these feelings and learn to expand his range of sexual
expression to include members of the opposite sex? How can it be wrong to offer such a young
man help?

Here is my story: When I was college my best friend Alan defined himself as gay. I had certain
sexual fantasies and feelings about men but wasn't so sure. Alan became politically active in the
gay organizations on and off campus (with the support of liberal professors), dated men and
believed that he was gay and that was it. Unfortunately, Alan was just in time to catch the AIDS
virus before anyone knew what it was. Needless to say, he does not walk in any more gay rights
marches.
At that age, you are very open and close in your friendships. I knew him like I have known few
other friends in my life.
When I read his obituary, it shored up my resolve to take another path. I never acted on my
homosexual feelings with another person and sought to know myself as honestly as I could.
Now, I can't say life has been easy or perfect; I am who I am. But I have experienced incredible
changes in my sexual fantasy life and arousal patterns. My homosexual attractions are a
miniscule percentage of what they once were. I have experienced genuine sexual arousal from
physical contact with a woman. These are not changes in behavior; these are changes in my core
way of thinking, a reflection of a gradual process of attaining emotional maturity.
If political activist gays would tell the truth they would say it takes a lot of hurt to make a boy a
homosexual. They would also say that the human mind can accomplish anything and that,
whatever mistakes we make, change is always possible. These are subtle concepts and may never
get play in the mass media. But it is the truth.

